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Abstract

The concept of the critical path has not been much ad-
dressed in a workflow even though it has been studied in
many areas of computer engineering such as a directed
acyclic graph. In this paper we first specify workflow con-
trol constructs which create workflow control structures
used to describe business processes. And, we propose a
method to find out the critical path in a time-constrained
workflow built by the workflow control constructs defined in
the paper. Because the concept of the critical path may be
fundamental and useful in the context of a workflow, it can
be effectively utilized in many workflow issues such as work-
flow resource management and workflow time management.
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1 Introduction

In a highly competitive business landscape, organiza-
tions want to enhance customer service, product quality
and overall efficiency. This forcibly makes them rely on
enterprise-wide integration of information using advanced
technologies like database systems, client-server comput-
ing, object-oriented methodologies and the World Wide
Web. Amidst this trend, the concept of a workflow has
emerged in an objective of automating and computerizing
business processes in whole or part, which gives us many
benefits as follows: structural efficiency of business pro-
cess, performance improvement of business process, flex-
ibility, better process control, improved customer service,
etc.

A workflow is defined as “an automated procedure where
documents, information or tasks are passed between partic-
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ipants according to a defined set of rules to achieve, or con-
tribute to, an overall business goal” [6]. It is “a collection of
activities” that are interconnected by sequence, alternative,
or other workflow control structures. A Workflow Man-
agement System (WFMS) completely defines, manages and
executes “workflows” through the execution of software
whose order of execution is driven by a computer represen-
tation of the workflow logic [6].

Since many business processes which are abstracted to
workflows have time constraints such as deadlines, time
management is an important issue in connection with work-
flow performance [7][8]. In this paper we call these
kinds of workflows time-constrained workflows. In gen-
eral, deadlines of a workflow and its component activities
are specified during workflow build-time. If a workflow in-
stance violates the activity deadline during workflow execu-
tion, workflow management systems may make it escalated
[4][3]. Because escalation generally includes compensa-
tions of already completed activities, it wastes shared sys-
tem resources and incurs additional costs to workflow man-
agement systems, resulting in low workflow performance.

Figure 1 depicts a simple long-distance telephone call
process with deadlines. A local exchange is an interface
to the caller and the receiver of a telephone call, and a toll
exchange is a mediator connecting two local exchanges or
passing the telephone call to another toll exchange. In a dis-
trict, there are a toll exchange and several local exchanges
managed by the toll exchange. Each local exchange covers
some areas in the district. The telephone call process has its
overall completion time as the workflow deadline, i.e., from
making a phone call to starting a conversation. And, each
step has the activity deadline such as the maximum dialing
time in Step 1, computing time in Step 2 and 3, and wait-
ing time for the receiver in Step 7. Because telephone lines
between a local exchange and a toll exchange or among toll
exchanges are limited, Step 4, 5, and 6 have the maximum
waiting time for the connection as their activity deadlines.
Escalations occurred in the telephone call process may give
a message such as “dialing is too late” and “all lines are
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busy”, and generate some information which can be utilized
as statistical information.

Most workflow time management researches so far have
the common goal of improving workflow performance
[2][11][15][14][9]. In depicting a workflow for a business
process, there need workflow control constructs which can
present procedures of the business process. In this paper we
first specify workflow control constructs commonly men-
tioned in the literature [6][2][11][15][14][13]. And, we pro-
pose a method to find out the critical path of a workflow
built by these workflow control constructs. The critical path
is the longest execution path in a workflow which directly
affects missing the workflow deadline if the completion of
an activity within the critical path is delayed. We expect that
the concept of the critical path can be effectively utilized in
many workflow issues. For example, in the workflow re-
source management, we can improve the overall workflow
performance by efficiently assigning workflow resources to
activities within the critical path. And, we can also achieve
the objective of high workflow throughput by effectively al-
locating workflow deadlines in workflow time management
using the information of the critical path.

Time management issues in workflow management sys-
tems such as computing activity deadlines, checking time
constraints, and monitoring escalations are mentioned in
[12] by extending PERT. Predictive workflow in [10] has
been studied with the idea that it is preferable to escalate
workflow instances as early as possible if the escalation is
unavoidable. [2] and [11] studied the way to manage dy-
namic deadline adjustment of activities. All these works are
based on [5] which examines various strategies for deadline
assignment in a distributed soft real-time environment. [14]
insisted on the importance of static deadline allocation in a
workflow and proposed its efficient method. [15] discussed
a method to improve the performance of time-constrained
workflow processing by increasing the processing capaci-
ties for certain activities. All these works can be more ef-
fective if the concept of the critical path is well applied to.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we describe the workflow model considered in
the paper while defining various workflow control con-
structs. Section 3 discusses our proposed method to deter-
mine the critical path. Finally, we conclude our paper with
its contribution and further works in Section 4.

2 Workflow Model

2.1 Workflow Control Constructs

A Workflow is composed of activities which are inter-
connected by workflow control structures specifying control
flow among activities. We specify workflow control con-
structs which can create workflow control structures enough

Figure 2. Workflow Control Constructs

to fairly support the control context of business processes.
Figure 2 shows their graphical expressions and Table 1 ex-
plains their meanings.

Figure 3. Synchronization edge

For a split control construct, there must be a join con-
trol construct that can be combined with the split control
construct whose resulting workflow definition forms a se-
mantically meaningful flow of control. Thus, an AND-Split
normally combines with an AND-Join and an OR-Split with
an OR-Join. From now on, we call the combination (AND-
Split, AND-Join) an AND control structure and the combi-
nation (OR-Split, OR-Join) an OR control structure. In con-
sistent with this, a Sequence control construct and an LOOP
control construct are called a Sequence control structure and
a LOOP control structure, respectively. In addition to these
workflow control constructs, synchronization edges, simply
sync edges, mentioned in [13] are considered to support
synchronizations of activities from different branches of a
parallel processing as in Figure 3.

We can support various control flows of a business pro-
cess using workflow control structures created by the con-
structs defined in the paper. The critical path will be ana-
lyzed in a workflow built by them in the next section.

2.2 Queuing Network

A workflow is an activity network as in Figure 4 in which
each activity’s role is performed by humans or software pro-
cesses. In this paper we assume that workflow service re-
quests arrive by a Poisson process and the executor of each
activity has an exponential service time. This can make a
workflow modeled as a M/M/1 queuing network such as
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Figure 1. Telephone Call Process

Table 1. Control Context of Workflow Control Constructs

Construct Description
SEQUENCE Several activities are executed in sequence under a single thread of execution.

LOOP One or more workflow activities are executed repetitively until a condition is met.
AND split A single thread of control splits into two or more parallel activities which can be executed concurrently.

The number of parallel control threads created must be equal to that of workflow branches split.
AND join Two or more parallel executing activities converge into a single common thread of control. The number of

parallel executing activities must be equal to that of workflow branches joined.
OR split A single thread of control makes a decision upon which branch to take when encountered with multiple

alternative workflow branches.
OR join Two or more alternative workflow branches re-converge to a single common activity. As no parallel activity

execution has occurred at the join point, no synchronization is required.

telephone networks or computer communication networks,
where each activity is an independent M/M/1 queuing sys-
tem. We can, therefore, specify the arrival and departure
process in each activity as in Figure 4 with the information
of the initial arrival rate to the workflow, the service rate of
each activity executor, and the branch probability in OR and
LOOP [16]. The decomposition and superposition of inde-
pendent Poisson processes in the OR control structure, e.g.,
activity 10 and 14 of Figure 4 are known to be also Poisson
processes from time reversibility [16]. Even though the ac-
tual internal flow of a LOOP is not a Poisson process due to
its feedback, it is known that this structure behaves as if its
activities are independent M/M/1 systems [1]. In the AND
control structure, the departure processes of an AND split
activity, e.g., activity 2 are clearly Poisson processes, but
the arrival process of an AND join activity, e.g., activity 9
is not actually a Poisson process because all requests com-
ing into the activity must be synchronized before its task is
performed. Because a point of synchronized time is greatly
determined by the path with the longest average execution
time of n paths in the AND, the arrival process of an AND
join activity can be approximated by the Poisson process
of the requests going through the longest execution path.
Hence, a workflow can be modeled by a M/M/1 queuing
network in which each activity has Poisson arrival and de-
parture processes.

If a workflow is designed without any discipline for
workflow control structures, it may have semantic errors

difficult to be found and corrected [11][15]. For example, if
the destination of the LOOP’s feedback is activity 6 instead
of activity 11, the workflow does not have meaningful con-
trol flows due to the context of an AND control structure.
In this regard, we define a well-formed workflow structure
called a nested workflow and a new term within it.

Definition 2.1 When a non-sequential control structure in
a workflow contains another workflow control structures
within it, the workflow is called the nested workflow. Here,
when a LOOP is contained within some non-sequential con-
trol structure C, the destination of the feedback must be
somewhere withinC.

Definition 2.2 The outermost non-sequential control struc-
ture in a nested workflow is called a non-sequential control
block, or simply control block.

3 Critical Path

3.1 ICSF Algorithm

In a nested workflow modeled by a queuing network, we
propose a method called the Innermost Control Structure
First (ICSF) to find out the critical path with its algorithm
as in Figure 5. The method is based on the characteristics
of various workflow control constructs defined in the pa-
per, considering the average execution time of an activity.
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Figure 4. Workflow Queuing Network

1. All sequential control structures except ones within control blocks belong to the critical path.

2. For (each control block)

f

3. WHILE (each control block contains other control structures except SEQUENCE)

f

4. IF (the innermost control structure of the control block is a LOOP)

4.1 Transform it into a sequential control structure.

5. IF (the innermost control structure of the control block is an AND or an OR)

5.1 Select a path with the longest average execution time

by means of the control context of the control structure.

5.2 Transform the path into an activity.

g

6. A workflow control structure with n branches composed of only SEQUENCE

control structures is generated.

6.1 Determine the longest average execution path in the control structure by means of

its control context which is the sub-critical path of the control block.

g

7. Combine all sub-critical paths for a workflow’s critical path.

Figure 5. ICSF Algorithm

As many workflow instances are concurrently executed for
a workflow type, some workflow instances should wait at
the queue of an activity during other workflow instances to
arrive ahead are served. This means that the average execu-
tion time of a workflow instance in an activity is the average
service time of the activity executor plus the average wait-
ing time of a workflow instance in front of the activity.

It is clear that the longest execution path of each con-
trol block is to be part of the critical path of a workflow
because a workflow is a sequence of control blocks. ICSF,
therefore, finds out a sub-critical path with the longest aver-
age execution time in each control block and then combines
these sub-critical paths to make the critical path.

When we determine a sub-critical path in each control
block, the longest execution path is selected from the in-
nermost control structure to the outermost control structure,
which is step 2 of ICSF algorithm in Figure 5. If the inner-
most control structure of a control block is a LOOP, trans-
form it into a sequential control structure. If the innermost
control structure is an AND or an OR, we find out its longest

average execution path considering its control context and
then transform the path into an activity. After applying these
two steps (step 4 and 5 in Figure 5) repetitively, we can
obtain a workflow control structure with n branches com-
posed of only SEQUENCE control structures. Because the
control structure is corresponding to the control block, the
sub-critical path of the control block is the longest average
execution path of the control structure. Figure 6 depicts all
these steps.

From now, we discuss how to support each step men-
tioned in ICSF algorithm, namely, step 4.1, 5.1, 5.2 and 6.1
in Figure 5.

3.2 LOOP Control Structure

Since each activity in a LOOP control structure is con-
sidered as an independent M/M/1 as mentioned in Section
2.2, we can transform a LOOP into its corresponding se-
quential control structure (step 4.1 of Figure 5). Because of
the feedback in Figure 7, the arrival rate � of the LOOP is
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Figure 6. Finding a sub-critical path

Figure 7. Transformation of a LOOP control
structure

stated as:

� = �+ (1� p)�

� = �
p

If �1; �2; :::; �n are the average number of service re-
quests waiting in front of activity 1, 2, ..., n, respectively,
�i =

�
p�i

; i = 1; :::; n. Hence, the average execution time
E[R] of the LOOP is

E[R] =

�
�1

1� �1

+
�2

1� �2

+ ::: +
�n

1� �n

�
1

�

=
1

p�1 � �
+

1

p�2 � �
+ ::: +

1

p�n � �

which is equal to the average execution time of the sequence
composed of n activities with the arrival rate � and ser-
vice rate p�i as in Figure 7. A LOOP control structure can,
therefore, be transformed in a sequential control structure.

3.3 AND/OR Control Structure

[AND Control Structure] The AND control structure is
depicted as in Figure 8. Each branch has the same arrival

Figure 8. An AND control structure

rate � as the arrival rate of activity S.
In a (AND split, AND join) workflow control structure

as in Figure 8, because the average execution time in an
activity is W = 1

���
with its service rate � and its arrival

rate �, the longest execution path is a sequential path with
MAX(

P
i

1

�i��
) for all activities of each path, where �i is

the service rate of activity i and � is its arrival rate.

Figure 9. An OR control structure

[OR Control Structure] The OR control structure is
depicted in Figure 9. By the control context of the
OR split, each branch has selection probability pi withP

pi = 1. Because the OR split selects only one branch
at a time, the longest execution path of a (OR split, OR
join) workflow control structure is a sequential path with
MAX(

P
i

1

�i�pj�
) for all activities of each path where pj�

is the arrival rate of branch j and �i is the service rate of ac-
tivity i within branch j.

3.4 SEQUENCE Control Structure

In step 5 of the ICSF algorithm in Figure 5, after find-
ing out the longest execution path in a workflow control
structure, we should transform the sequential path into an
activity b in Figure 10, which is the procedure of step 5.2
of the ICSF algorithm. After all, this transformation is to
determine the service rate �

0

of activity b satisfying that the
average execution time of activity b is equal to that of the
sequential path.

There can be two kinds of sequential paths as in Figure
10: One is the path with the same arrival rate as that of the
split activity S, and the other is the path with arrival rate
pi� where pi is the selection probability of branch i. When
�

0

is the service rate of activity b, in case of the former

�
0

=
1Pn

i=1
1

�i��

+ �
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Figure 10. Transformation of SEQUENCE

and in case of the latter

�
0

=
1Pn

i=1
1

�i�pj�

+ �

where �i is the service rate of activity i with the longest
execution path and pj is the selection probability of longest
execution path j.

4 Conclusion

Because of the capacity of a workflow, many industrial
areas are focusing their interest to it. This is basically due
to its outstanding characteristics of extensibility, flexibility,
and adaptability. To meet their expectations, it is necessary
to study on many fundamental issues for the purpose of high
stable and performance workflow management systems.

In this paper we first specify workflow control constructs
which can be enough to support the context of most busi-
ness processes. And then, we propose a method to find out
the critical path in a workflow based on the defined work-
flow control constructs. The concept of the critical path may
be very useful because it can be utilized in many workflow
issues, for example, workflow resource management, work-
flow time management, etc. As a further work, it needs to
study on the efficient mechanism to manage workflow re-
sources using the critical path.
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